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Abstract — Ensuring high quality of service 

(QoS) of multicast video stream over a next 

generation network is a challenging issue, and 

how to implement the wire-speed multicast with 

hardware logical support in the network nodes 

of every hierarchy is a key solution to achieve 

high QoS multicast. Currently, the multicast 

packets are processed in this way, in which they 

are copied and then scheduled by ports, lastly, 

sent respectively. But this approach cannot 

ensure the high QoS in real-time applications. 

Moreover, the traditional hardware solutions 

can`t achieve large-scale scalability well owning 

to their own bottlenecks. In this project, using 

distributive lattice theory we have constructed a 

wire-speed multicast switching fabric based on 

a multi-path self-routing fabric structure which 

we developed previously, and implemented it 

on an Altera StratixIV FPGA chip. Also, we have 

investigated how the structure is used in large 

scale multicast switching fabric and designed 

the signaling system and control mechanism 

to support the process of self-routing and wire-

speed fan-out copy of multicast packets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to a research report [1] published 
by Arbor company and University of Michigan, 
the video service becomes the major internet 
applications. The video stream is characterized 
by multicast in two ways. One is multiple unicast 
software scheduling, and the other is wire-speed 
fanout hardware copy. The former performs 
poorly in real-time and QoS feature, but, the latter 
can approve the latency and also achieves excellent 
performance for multicasting. Therefore, looking 
for a high QoS multicast solution which can 
provide hardware logical support in the network 
nodes of every hierarchy is a key R&D point. 
Currently, the multicast packets approaches cannot 
ensure the high QoS in real-time applications 
because  the  packets  are  copied  and then 
scheduled by ports, lastly, sent respectively. Also, 
the traditional hardware solutions can`t achieve 
good large-scale scalability. In this paper, using 
distributive lattice theory we have constructed a 
wire-speed multicast switching fabric based on a 
multi-path self-routing fabric structure developed 
previously by us, and implemented it on an Altera 
StratixIV FPGA chip.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
The large-scale wire-speed multicast switching 
fabric system is described in Section II. The 
hardware implementation in FPGA is given in 
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Section III. In Section IV the real multicast stream 
test of the system is shown, and Section V is our 
conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE 
SYSTEM

The large-scale wire-speed multicast switching 
fabric system that we presented mainly consists of 
two components. One is Multi-path Self-routing 
Switching Structure based on group theory. The 
other one is sorting unit, which supports wire-
speed multicast, based on distributive lattice.

A. Multi-path Self-routing Switching 

Structure

Multi-path self-routing switching structure [2] is 
completely self-routing [3] and modular. In such 
structure, parameter G indicates the group size, 
and M indicates the quantity of groups [4]. The 
packet loss rate caused by traffic fluctuation and 
sudden flow will exponentially decrease when we 
increase the parameter G [5]. As shown in figure 1 
is a multi-path self-routing switching structure in 
which M is 16 and G is 8.

Figure 1. M=16, G=8 Multipath self-routing 
structure.

B. Sorting unit 

Figure 2 describes the normal 2×2 sorting unit. 
It is the smallest element in switching fabric.

Figure 2. 2×2 sorting unit and its conditions

Such 2×2 sorting unit can act upon this in-band 
signaling: 10<00<11. The details are shown in 
Table 1.

TABLE I. Two bits` in-band signaling control mechanism

Conditions
INPUT-1 : A1D1

10 00 11

INPUT-0:
A1D1

10 CONF BAR BAR

00 CROSS EITHER BAR

11 CROSS CROSS CONF

When CONF(CONFLICT), priority decides condition.

Based on distributive lattice, we further defined 
Ω route={0-bound,1-bound,idle} . As a result, the 
previous ordering relation 10<00<11  equals 
0-bound<idle<1-bound.

When the sorting unit is used for multicast, we 
should define the multicast condition for the unit, 
as is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. 2×2 sorting unit and its multicast 
condition

On the basis of the multicast supported sorting 
unit, we give the new in-band signaling and 
corresponding control mechanism in Table 2.
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TABLE II. 2×2 Control mechanism for multicast sorting unit

Conditions
Input-1 

0 1 B I

Input-0

0 CONF BAR BAR BAR

1 CROSS CONF CROSS CROSS

B CROSS BAR EITHER BICAST

I CROSS BAR BICAST EITHER

B: BICAST; I: IDLE;

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

The system has been implemented on StratixIV 
FPGA of Altera. The parameters G and M are 
8 and 4 respectively. On the FPGA, the system 
mainly comprises of user define path and register 
system.

 

Figure 4. User define path.

     

Figure 5. Register system
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A. User define path

Figure 4 describes the structure of user define 
path. It mainly consists of seven sub modules.

Sgmii_ethernet: the interface of system and 
external PHY chip;

Rx_queue: extract the information of the data 
packets, such as length, and generate the splitter 
header;

Lpm_lookup: routing table lookup and generate 
the lpm header;

Splitter: Split the data packets to cells in certain 
length and generate the routing control header and 
cells reassemble header;

Multi-path Self-routing Fabric: Switching 
fabric;

Reassemble: Reassemble the cells which split in 
splitter and generate the starting index header;

Tx_queue: Send the data packets to sgmii_
ethernet module and complete switching.

While a packet passing through the system, 
every sub module wil l  extract the relevant 
information to generate various headers. The 
headers will be attached in front of the former 

packet. Additionally, the system adds two bits` 
control signal to assist us in data identification and 
processing. The control signal and packets will 
transmit in parallel.

B. Register system

The register system not only configures the sub 
modules in user define path, but also extracts the 
internal signals of the user define path to help us 
debug the system. The structure of the register 
system is revealed in figure 5.

We adopted pipeline architecture to design our 
register system. Registers are serially connected by 
specific interface. Every register only responses to 
the requests which belonging to it. Compared to 
the star architecture, it is much more convenient 
when we add another module into the system.

The register system is constructed in Qsys 
development environment which is attached in 
Quartus II. We utilized Jtag_Avalon_Master_
Bridge and made the register interface for every 
sub module based on Avalon Bus Specification. 
Through the register system, we can use a 
computer to exchange signals with the system on 
FPGA.

Figure 6. Test window
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IV. SYSTEM TEST WITH REAL 
MULTICAST STREAM

We utilized IXIA 400T network tester to test 
our system. That tester supports 10/100/1000 
Ethernet standard and also can generate and count 
and capture all kinds of streams.

Figure 6 is the test window of the tester. In the 
test shown in the window, the tester generated a 
stream from port1 to all the four ports. Now, the 
system has passed all the normal functional tests 
including unicast and multicast. Next step, we will 
implement more complicated tests to figure out the 
performance of our system in all kinds of network 
environment.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper constructs multicast sorting unit, on 
the basis of distributive lattice. Combining with 
the Multi-path Self-routing Fabric Structure, we 
constructed the wire-speed multicast switching 
fabric, implemented the system on StratixIV 
FPGA, and tested it with real network stream.

The system we implemented on FPGA is not 
large enough for network size nowadays. However, 
through it, we get much more familiar with the 
theoretical basis and development environment. In 
the near future, we will further research the large-
scale utilization of our system.
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